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Ryanair and easyJet both focus on
France for growth this winter
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures for W19/20 shows
that Europe’s two biggest (U)LCCs have at least one thing in
common this winter. They are both adding more capacity into
the French market than any other country market.
Despite Ryanair not yet taking delivery of any of its 737 MAX
order (it was supposed to receive 42 of the type between
August 2019 and March 2020), Ryanair will be growing its seat
capacity by an estimated 4% this winter, while easyJet’s
network capacity growth is set to be just 0.6%, with the
number of flights operated actually down 0.7%.
Bordeaux sees greatest capacity growth
The ANKER Report has combined the networks of the two
carriers (not including Ryanair’s Austrian-based subsidiary
Lauda) to see which airports will see the biggest increase in
seat capacity this winter when compared with last winter.
Given that Ryanair is the bigger carrier and also growing seven
times faster than easyJet this winter, the ranking of the fastestgrowing airports is dominated by those airports where Ryanair
has added most seats.
Bordeaux easily tops the rankings for fastest-growing airport as
it is the fastest growing airport for Ryanair and the second
fastest growing airport for easyJet (beaten only by another
French airport, Nantes).

Both carriers cut German capacity by 11% this winter
Notably absent from these rankings are any airports in
Germany. Not only have both carriers chosen to grow in France
but they have also both chosen to cut capacity in Germany.
Coincidentally, both carriers have cut German capacity by
around 11%. While easyJet has not dropped any German
airports, Ryanair is no longer serving Düsseldorf, Leipzig or
Stuttgart this winter, but has compensated a little by starting
service to Dresden (from London STN) on 29 October.
easyJet had massively increased its presence in Germany after
taking over slots from airberlin after that carrier’s collapse in
late 2017. This winter the top two airports for the biggest
decrease in departing seats are Berlin SXF (down 178,000) and
Berlin TXL (down 151,000). Frankfurt (down 37,000) and
Munich (down 34,000) also rank among easyJet’s top 10
airports for capacity reduction.
Ryanair reduces seats by over 100,000 at four cities
A total of six airports have seen Ryanair cut winter capacity by
at least 100,000 departing seats. Eilat VDA services have been
transferred to Eilat ETM, while Athens (down 114,000 seats,
20% cut), Frankfurt HHN (down 135,000 seats, 44% cut),
Tenerife TFS (down 150,000 seats, 26% cut), Frankfurt (down
152,000 seats, 31% cut), London STN (down 160,000 seats, 4%

The good news is that after a few
turbulent weeks for Europe’s airlines,
no other carriers ceased operations
during the last fortnight. Two airlines
definitely not going out of business any
time soon are Europe’s two biggest (U)
LCCs, Ryanair and easyJet. We take a
closer look at their network developments this winter and reveal the
importance of the French market and
concerns about the German market.
Elsewhere, we look at SAS in
Stockholm, the rapid expansion of
Loganair in 2019 and an airport profile
of Italy’s busiest airport.
Plus a look at the Iceland-US market in
recent years, the latest traffic trends in
Spain and the UK and news and
analysis of 16 new routes launched by
six airlines just before the start of the
winter season, which started on
Sunday 27 October.

The focus on the French market can clearly be seen by the fact
that four French airports (Bordeaux, Marseille, Nantes and
Toulouse) are all among the top 10 fastest-growing airports for
the two airlines combined. Joining them in the top 10 are two
airports serving Milan (Bergamo and Malpensa), three airports
Ralph Anker in Central Europe (Budapest, Katowice and Prague) and an
ralph@anker-report.com airport in the Middle East, Tel Aviv in Israel.
Just outside the top 10 are another Polish airport (Krakow),
Copenhagen, Kiev KBP, London SEN and Malta. easyJet’s
contribution to growth at these airports is minimal (at
Copenhagen and Krakow), neutral (it does not serve Kiev) or
even negative (at London SEN and Malta).
Among the top 15 fastest-growing airports measured by the
increase in seats, actual percentage growth rates vary
considerably, from Milan MXP at just 10% to Katowice’s
massive 235% increase in winter seat capacity.
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cut) and Belfast (down 207,000 seats, 85% cut). The two
hardest hit airports are both within the UK and overall Ryanair
has cut UK capacity by 3% this winter. easyJet has increased UK
capacity by less than 1%.
Belfast network down from 60 to just eight weekly flights
At Belfast, Ryanair will be operating just eight flights per week
across five routes in February 2020 according to Cirium Data
and Analytics, compared with 61 flights per week across 13
airports in February 2019. London STN which was served 3-daily
last winter now has just two flights per week (one each on
Friday and Sunday), while the last Manchester service will
operate on Sunday 3 November. The route was served 2-daily
last winter.
International routes to Gdansk, Warsaw WMI and Wroclaw in
Poland; Lanzarote and Tenerife TFS
continues on page 8
in the Canary Islands, and Malta
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SAS reducing capacity at Stockholm in 2019; six new routes launched
this year but LAX service transferring to Copenhagen from January
SAS is a joint venture between the governments of
Denmark, Norway and Sweden and therefore has bases
in the capitals of each of those countries; Copenhagen,
Oslo and Stockholm. This summer Oslo was the busiest
base with 4.49 million departing seats (plus 3%) followed
by Stockholm ARN (4.43m, down 2.5%) and Copenhagen
(4.42m, plus 1.8%).
Since 2010 SAS’s annual seat capacity at Arlanda has
grown typically by around 5% (with a surge of 13% in
2013), but this has slowed in recent years. Last year
capacity was up just over 3%, while this year capacity
has declined by just under 1%. The introduction of an
environmental tax in April 2018, designed to reduce the
demand for aviation, would appear to be achieving its
stated goal.
Over 40% of capacity at Arlanda
This summer SAS offered non-stop service from
Stockholm to 13 domestic and 72 international
destinations. Domestic services accounted for 36% of
flights, 33% of capacity but just 15% of ASKs during S19.
SAS is the leading airline at Stockholm ARN with 42% of
scheduled seat capacity this summer according to
analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures. Norwegian
is second with 25% of seats.
Long-haul routes only to US at present
Just four long-haul routes (all to the US) are currently
operated by SAS from Stockholm; to Chicago, Los
Angeles, Miami (only in winter) and New York EWR.
From mid-January the Los Angeles service will be
transferred to Copenhagen. A 5-weekly service to Hong
Kong, launched in September 2015, was also transferred
to Copenhagen for S19. Non-stop service to Beijing was
last offered in 2008.
The three main US routes dominate the route rankings
by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) with London LHR in
fourth place. Four intra-Nordic routes (shown in blue)
make the top 15 (Copenhagen, Kiruna, Lulea and Oslo).
Helsinki, despite being served 31-weekly in August, only
ranks 32nd due to the sector length being just 400
kilometres.
Six new routes in 2019
This summer has seen SAS launch new services from
Stockholm to Beirut (30 June), Catania (6 April) and
Marseille (30 June) as well as resuming service to Naples
(13 April, last served in 2014) and Reykjavik KEF (30 June,
last served in 2012).
Looking ahead, a new 3-weekly service to Luxembourg
will launch on 4 November flown using CRJ-900s
operated by CityJet. A new service to Seville is set to
launch on 29 February 2020 (yes, a leap-day route
launch), operating every Saturday with an A320 until 16
May 2020, a total of just 12 return flights on the 3,000kilometre route.
Three routes currently dropped for S20
Apart from the previously mentioned LAX route, other
destinations not currently showing up in schedule data

for next summer are two of this year’s newly added
routes, Catania and Marseille. However, it may be that
these routes have been held back from being on sale for
some reason. In addition, Stuttgart service, which

operated all through S19, is currently only showing six
flights in August 2020 for all of S20. Overall, SAS’s
capacity from Stockholm looks set to be at the same
level in S20 as in S19.

SAS’s network developments from Stockholm 2009-2019
Year

Non-stop destinations added (at least 7 annual flights)

Non-stop destinations no longer served

2009

Budapest, Malta

Ostersund, Riga, Tallinn, Vaxjo

2010

Bologna, Visby

Bangkok, Barcelona, Beijing, Budapest, Hamburg, Istanbul IST,
London LCY, Stavanger, Zagreb

2011

Gdansk, Madrid, Milan MXP, Venice VCE

Malaga

2012

Alicante, Barcelona, Birmingham, Dubrovnik, Gran Canaria, Kokkola, Malaga, Oulu, Pori, Reykjavik
KEF, Stavanger, Tampere, Turku, Vaasa

Madrid

2013

Aalborg, Alanya-Gazipasa, Billund, Cagliari, Innsbruck, Madrid, Palermo, Pula, Pristina, Tel Aviv, Thessaloniki, Vilnius

Gdansk, Munich, Reykjavik KEF

2014

Bastia, Biarritz, Bodo, Bristol, Chania, Hamburg, Naples, Olbia, Pisa, Sarajevo

Kokkola, Milan MXP, Pori

2015

Aarhus, Ankara, Budapest, Faro, Hong Kong, Milan MXP, Riga, Tallinn

Bastia, Birmingham, Madrid, Naples, Sarajevo, Tel Aviv

2016

Gdansk, Los Angeles, Munich, Mykonos

Aalborg, Ankara, Bristol, Milan MXP, Oulu, Pristina

2017

Eilat/Ovda, Funchal, Ibiza, Kaunas*, Krakow, Lisbon, Miami, Milan MXP, Pristina, Shannon, Stuttgart

Alanya-Gazipasa, Aarhus, Moscow SVO

2018

Aarhus, Alanya-Gazipasa, Birmingham, Chambery, Ornskoldsvik, Oulu, Rhodes, Verona

Cagliari, Ibiza, Kaunas*, Shannon

2019

Beirut, Catania, Luxembourg, Marseille, Naples, Reykjavik KEF

Chambery, Eilat/Ovda, Hong Kong, Mykonos, Rhodes, Verona

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule data for January 2008 to December 2019. *Operated only while Vilnius was closed.
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Spain: Passenger numbers grew by 3.4% in September
across all Spanish airports with Seville (+20%) and Bilbao
(+12%) showing particularly impressive growth.
However, four of the top 12 airports (three in the Canary
Islands) reported a drop in passengers compared with
September 2018. The top six airline groups all reported
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growth in Spain. Norwegian, Thomas Cook Airlines
(which ceased operations on 23 September) and TUI
Airways all showed a drop in passengers.
United Kingdom: In August passenger numbers
increased by just 1.0% across all UK airports with London
LTN leading the way with growth of almost 8%. Five of
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the top 12 airports reported a year-on-year drop in
passengers. Among the top 12 UK airlines, Wizz Air
recorded growth of 25% in August but four of the top 12
airlines showed a drop in UK seat capacity, including
Ryanair and Norwegian. easyJet came close to
overtaking BA as the leading UK airline for seats.
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Rome growth driven by international demand; Alitalia has 40% share
of seats; US and China well served as Kenya and Venezuela return
Handling almost 43 million passengers in 2018 made
Rome Fiumicino Europe’s 11th busiest airport (behind
Moscow SVO and ahead of Istanbul SAW) and the
busiest in Italy. Since 2000 the airport has seen
passenger numbers grow by 65%. Domestic traffic has
varied between 10.9 million (in 2013) and 13.5 million (in
2007 and 2008) with 11.5 million passengers on
domestic services in both 2017 and 2018.
International traffic has grown from below 13 million
passengers in 2001 and 2002 to 31.4 million in 2018,
which represented growth of 7% compared with 2017.
So far in 2019 (to end of September) traffic is up 1.8%,
with domestic demand falling by 2.6%, more than
compensated for by 3.3% growth on international
routes.
The airport’s seasonality profile has been extremely
stable in recent years with August peak traffic being
typically between 60% and 80% higher than in January.
Alitalia still dominant
Despite its financial woes, Alitalia remains by far the
dominant carrier at the airport with 39% of scheduled
seat capacity at the airport. Its market share in S19 is the
same as it was in S18. (U)LCCs (shown in red) take the
next three places at Rome FCO with Vueling ahead of
Ryanair and easyJet. Europe’s other major pan-European
carriers (Eurowings, Norwegian and Wizz Air) are also
among the airport’s top 15 airlines.
Also among the top 15 airlines are the flag-carriers of
France, Germany and the UK and three non-European
airlines (shown in green); American Airlines, Delta Air
Lines and Emirates. The fastest-growing airline in the top
15 is Italian leisure airline Blue Panorama which also
operates scheduled service as blu-express. Its capacity in
Rome grew by 15% this summer primarily thanks to an
increase in capacity on its Turin route. This route was
launched in November 2018 and operated 13-weekly
throughout 2019.
Several new carriers in 2019
Fiumicino has already welcomed several new airlines in
2019; Air Albania from Tirana, Kenya Airways from
Nairobi, LEVEL from Amsterdam (replacing fellow IAG
carrier Vueling on that route), Mahan Airlines from
Tehran, and Sichuan Airlines from Chengdu. FlyBosnia is
scheduled to launch its first flight to Rome on 4
November, operating 2-weekly from Sarajevo. Airlines
‘lost’ include Iran Air and TUS Airways according to
analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures.
US is second biggest country market after Spain
During the peak Q3 period of 2019, the leading
international country markets from Rome FCO were
Spain, the US and France, with Germany and the UK
some way behind. Apart from the US, several other nonEuropean country markets make the top 15; UAE,
Canada, Israel and China. Of these, China is the fastestgrowing with seats up 43% compared with Q3 in 2018.
A total of 13 US destinations can be reached non-stop
from Rome, with Alitalia, American Airlines, Delta Air
Lines, Norwegian and United Airlines all operating
services this summer. For comparison, nine Chinese
cities are served non-stop involving five Chinese carriers.
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Chengdu, Hangzhou and Shenzhen have all been added
since last summer.
Kenya Airways and Venezuela return

Alitalia had stopped serving Caracas in April 2015, but
last November Estelar began non-stop service operating
between four and five weekly flights.

In June, Kenya Airways resumed service from Nairobi
(after a seven year gap) in a triangle routing that also
involved Geneva. Another country that returned to the
airport’s route map in the last 12 months was Venezuela.

New services coming soon include Alitalia to San
Francisco (starting on 1 June 2020), Austrian Airlines to
Vienna (1 January 2020) and Delta Air Lines to Boston
(21 May 2020).
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US-Iceland market returns to ‘normal’ after rapid growth driven by
WOW air; 12 US destinations served in 2020 down from 24 in 2018
When WOW air launched in Iceland in May 2012 it
focussed on offering low-fare flights to Europe. In its first
summer it flew to 14 destinations but only four in the off
-peak winter season. Replicating the hub-and-spoke
model of Icelandair, WOW air ventured into the US
market (to Baltimore/Washington and Boston) in
summer 2015 using A330s.
US carriers finally enter market
With both Icelandair and now WOW air connecting
Iceland to the US, it was finally time for US carriers to
react with Delta Air Lines starting service from New York
JFK in May 2015. In 2016, as WOW air added Los Angeles
and San Francisco (and Icelandair added Chicago), Delta
added service from its base at Minneapolis/St. Paul.
Anyone for Texas?
American Airlines and United Airlines both entered the
market in 2018, the former starting service from Dallas/
Fort Worth and the latter from New York EWR. In the
space of just two week in May 2018, American Airlines,
Icelandair and WOW air all began service between
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Reykjavik and Dallas/Fort Worth. Needless to say, it
seemed unlikely that all three carriers would still be
operating the route a couple of years later.

Icelandair, WOW air & United Airlines: New York EWR.

24 US destinations served non-stop in 2018

12 US destinations disappear in just two years

During 2018 a total of 24 US destinations were served
non-stop from Iceland, with nine of those destinations
served by more than one carrier:

WOW air’s financial difficulties meant that six US
destinations were dropped for 2019; Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Miami, Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
WOW air ceased all operations at the end of March
2019, at which time it was only serving Baltimore/
Washington, Boston, Detroit and New York EWR.

Icelandair only: Anchorage, Denver, Kansas City,
Orlando, Philadelphia, Portland, Seattle-Tacoma, Tampa
and Washington IAD.
WOW air only: Cincinnati, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
Icelandair & WOW air: Baltimore/Washington, Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland and San Francisco.
Icelandair & Delta Air Lines: Minneapolis/St. Paul.
Icelandair, WOW air & American Airlines: Dallas/Fort
Worth.
Icelandair, WOW air & Delta Airlines: New York JFK.
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For Cleveland, Kansas City and St. Louis these were the
airports’ only non-stop services to Europe

With American transferring its DFW service to
Philadelphia (competing with Icelandair) and Icelandair
suspending its Kansas City, San Francisco and Tampa
services for 2020, next year will see just 12 US
destinations served from Iceland. All 12 will be served by
Icelandair with American competing on Philadelphia,
Delta on New York JFK and Minneapolis/St. Paul, and
United Airlines on New York EWR, leaving Icelandair with
a monopoly on routes to Anchorage, Boston, Chicago,
Denver, Orlando, Portland, Seattle and Washington IAD.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
British Airways has transferred its service to Gran
Canaria in the Canary Islands from Heathrow to
Gatwick. From 25 October the route will be flown 3weekly from London’s second busiest airport using the
airline’s A320s. The UK flag-carrier will face direct
competition at Gatwick in November from easyJet
(daily), TUI Airways (4-weekly) and Norwegian (2weekly). Previously, British Airways faced no direct
competition from London LHR. The airline had last
served Gran Canaria from Gatwick in March 2008.
Heathrow services had begun in late October 2013 and
operated year-round until earlier this month. British
Airways also operated non-stop flights from Manchester
to Gran Canaria from October 2005 until April 2006.
Other services between London and Gran Canaria this
November are provided by Ryanair (5-weekly from
Stansted), Jet2.com (4-weekly from Stansted) and TUI
Airways (weekly from both Luton and Stansted).
According to Aena figures, in 2018 1.75 million
passengers flew between the UK and Gran Canaria.
Among international markets this was only beaten by
Germany with 2.01 million passengers. The next biggest
international markets were Norway and Sweden, both
with fewer than 700,000 annual passengers.
Eurowings has taken over Lufthansa’s route between
Frankfurt and Mauritius. Since 25 October the 3-weekly,
9,180-kilometre service will be operated by A330-200s
flown by SunExpress Deutschland on behalf of
Eurowings. This is a seasonal route which Lufthansa
began operating in December 2015. Competition on the
route comes from Condor, which operates a 4-weekly
service. Air Mauritius is the leading carrier between
Europe and Mauritius this winter, operating flights to
Paris CDG (daily), London LHR (3-weekly) and Geneva (2weekly). Other European carriers serving the African
island in the Indian Ocean include Air France (daily from
Paris CDG), Alitalia (3-weekly from Rome FCO), Austrian
Airlines (2-weekly from Vienna), British Airways (5weekly from London LGW), Corsair (2-weekly from Paris
ORY) and Turkish Airlines (5-weekly from Istanbul IST).
KLM, which operated 3-weekly service from Amsterdam
in both W17/18 and W18/19, appears to have dropped
the route for W19/20. This new Eurowings route is the
LCC’s first from Frankfurt. Three more long-haul services
will begin shortly to Barbados, Las Vegas and Windhoek
in Namibia, all of which will be served 3-weekly. Condor
competes on the Barbados and Las Vegas routes while
Air Namibia competes on the Windhoek route.
Eurowings will launch two further new routes from
Frankfurt to Anchorage and Phoenix next summer.
Pobeda launched two new routes from its main base at
Moscow VKO during the last week. On 22 October the
LCC began 3-weekly service to the new airport serving
Eilat in Israel. The 2,880-kilometre route is not served by
any other carrier. Three days later, on 25 October,
Pobeda initiated 4-weekly service to Dubai DXB. The
3,680-kilometre route is already flown by flydubai (13weekly) and Azur Air (4-weekly). In addition, Aeroflot
flies 3-daily from Moscow SVO to Dubai DXB and daily to
Dubai DWC, Emirates flies 2-daily from Moscow DME to
Dubai DXB competing directly with Ural Airlines’s 3weekly service on the same route, and Azur Air flies daily
from Moscow VKO to Dubai DWC. However, according
to Cirium Data and Analytics figures, capacity between
Moscow and Dubai this winter is up just 3%.

Ryanair started four new routes in just two days from
German airports to Kiev KBP. On 20 October the ULCC
began 2-weekly (Thursdays and Sundays) service from
Frankfurt HHN and Weeze, with 2-weekly (Mondays and
Fridays) service from Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden and
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Nuremberg starting the following day. None of these
routes face any direct competition. Ryanair launched its
first German route to Kiev KBP from Berlin SXF on 3
September 2018. It also already links Memmingen and
Weeze with Lviv, and will begin connecting Berlin TXL
with Odessa on 28 October. In total in November it will
be operating 19 weekly flights between the two
countries. Other airlines linking Germany with Ukraine
are Lauda (4-weekly), Lufthansa (40-weekly), Ukraine
International Airlines (28-weekly) and Wizz Air (38weekly). With the addition of new Kiev KBP routes
starting this winter from its bases in Katowice and
Valencia, Ryanair will be serving a total of 24
destinations from Kiev, compared with just 12 last
November.

from Kiev KBP, six from Lviv, five from Kharkiv and two
from Zaporizhia. This adds up to 26 routes but four are
domestic and so are double-counted.

Following the collapse of Adria Airways SWISS resumed
service on 16 October between Zurich and Ljubljana.
The Swiss flag-carrier previously connected the two
cities between March 2015 and early January 2016.
SWISS will fly the route daily using E190s operated by
partner airline Helvetic, before using its own A220-300s
on the route starting next summer. The 470-kilometre
route had been flown by Adria Airways with between
two and three daily flights for the last decade.
SkyUp Airlines in the last fortnight launched a total of
seven new routes, four domestic routes in the Ukraine
and three to the Czech Republic. The domestic routes
are Kiev KBP to Kharkiv (3-weekly from 25 October
competing with Ukraine International Airlines’s 2-daily
service), Kiev KBP to Lviv (4-weekly from 17 October
competing with Ukraine International Airlines’s 2-daily
service), Kiev KBP to Zaporizhya (4-weekly from 25
October competing with Ukraine International Airlines’s
2-daily service) and Lviv to Kharkiv (2-weekly from 17
October). The three international routes were from Kiev
KBP to Pardubice (3-weekly from 22 October), Kharkiv
to Prague (2-weekly from 17 October) and Lviv to
Prague (2-weekly from 17 October). The carrier will also
be launching flights shortly to Sharjah in the UAE and
Tbilisi in Georgia. SkyUp Airlines now has a fleet of nine
737s according to Planespotters.net; six -800s, two -700s
and one -900. This November it is operating a total of 22
routes according to Cirium Data and Analytics figures; 13
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Volotea on 18 October began connecting Venice VCE
and Lyon with 2-weekly flights using a B717. The 570kilometre route will initially only operate until 3
November before resuming on 20 December for six
flights over the Christmas and New Year period. Regular
service then gets under way on 14 February 2020 with
service being offered between 2-weekly and 5-weekly
during the summer season. easyJet also connects the
two airports while Air France/HOP! operated daily
service on the route this summer but appears to have
suspended service at the end of S19. Volotea currently
offers 12 international routes from Lyon spread across
five countries. Venice VCE is one of Volotea’s designated
bases and ranks eighth this winter for seat capacity and
seventh for flights. Volotea’s leading airports this winter
are Naples (+11% versus W18/19), Nantes (+19%),
Catania (-3%), Verona (+5%), Palermo (+17%),
Strasbourg (+5%), Toulouse (+20%) and Venice (+3%).
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Loganair launches almost 30 new routes in
2019 as ‘Scotland’s Airline’ expands footprint
Loganair can trace its origins back to 1962 and has had a
number of owners. It is currently owned by Airline
Investments Limited, which also owned flybmi before
that carrier ceased trading earlier this year. After a
period operating as a Flybe franchise carrier (20082017), Loganair became an independent airline once
more and rebranded itself as ‘Scotland’s Airline’.
However, Flybe last week announced a codeshare
agreement with Flybe (it already has one with British
Airways) and the carrier also has interline agreements
with Emirates, KLM, Qatar Airways, Turkish Airlines,
United Airlines and Widerøe according to its website.
Fleet of almost 40 passenger aircraft
The airline’s fleet currently comprises 13 ERJ-145s, four
ERJ-135s, 13 Saab 340s and five Saab 2000s as well as
three 19-seat Twin Otters and two 8-seat BrittenNorman Islanders.
In recent years the airline has handled almost 800,000
passengers per annum, but has been growing rapidly this
year. CAA passenger statistics for UK airlines in July 2019
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(the latest available) show that Loganair carried 97,723
passengers at a load factor of 65.4% compared with
75,019 at a load factor of 69.3% in July 2018. That
represents an increase in passengers of 30%.
Many new routes in 2019 and more coming in 2020
Since the beginning of this year Loganair has launched
almost 30 new routes:
February: City of Derry to London STN.
March: Aberdeen to Bristol, Esbjerg and Oslo (all former
flybmi routes); Edinburgh to Islay (summer only);
Glasgow to Düsseldorf; Newcastle to Brussels and
Stavanger.
April: Bournemouth to Jersey (summer only).
May: Aberdeen and Glasgow to London SEN;
Bournemouth and Edinburgh to Guernsey (summer
only); City of Derry to Manchester; Edinburgh to Bergen
and Stavanger; Humberside to Jersey (summer only).
July: Carlisle to Belfast BHD,
Dublin and London SEN.

continues on page 8
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have also all been dropped

Continued from page 1 for winter or operate for
only part of the winter season.
15 new destinations this winter for Ryanair

Apart from those airports already mentioned, Ryanair
will not be serving several other airports this winter that
it did last winter. They are Lorient in France, Montpellier
in France, Murcia MJV (flights moved to Murcia RMU),
Pardubice in the Czech Republic, Santorini in Greece,
Tampere in Finland, Vigo in Spain and Warsaw WAW.
In addition to Dresden, Ryanair will also be serving 14
other airports this winter that it did not serve last
winter. They are Beirut in Lebanon, Bilbao, Brive in
France, Eilat ETM in Israel, Exeter in the UK, Haugesund
in Norway, Kharkiv in Ukraine, Kherson in Ukraine,
Kutaisi in Georgia, London SEN, Menorca in Spain,
Odessa in Ukraine, Tbilisi in Georgia and Yerevan in
Armenia. Some of these were first served during S19.
easyJet’s five new airports this winter
easyJet’s top 15 airports for growth this winter by seat
capacity increase include six in France, two each in
Morocco and the UK, and one each in Belgium, Egypt,
Italy, the Netherlands and Spain. As a result easyJet’s
two fastest-growing country markets are France and
Morocco.
The Luton-based carrier is serving five airports this
winter that it did not serve last winter; Ancona in Italy
(from London LGW), Antalya (from London LGW), Marsa
Alam in Egypt (from Berlin TXL, Milan MXP and Venice
VCE), Tangier in Morocco (from Lyon, Nantes and Nice)
and Tirana in Albania (from Geneva and Milan MXP).
Conversely, easyJet is not serving Kittila and Ivalo in
Finland, Murcia MJV (moved to Murcia RMU) and Pau
(which was only served last winter as an alternative to
Biarritz while that airport’s runway was shut). The two
Finnish destinations were only served from the UK on a
limited basis around Christmas.
Spain and Greece see seat cuts
easyJet and Ryanair have jointly increased their capacity
to France this winter by 18% adding over 1.2 million
departing seats across all French airports. Italy is gaining
an extra 730,000 departing seats primarily thanks to

Ryanair. No other country is gaining more than 300,000
departing seats. At the other end of the table, Germany
is losing 850,000 departing seats (down 11%). Following
the collapse of Germania earlier this year it suggests
German air traffic is likely to be down this winter.

increase in capacity is entirely due to easyJet. The carrier
serves both Hurghada (from 11 airports this winter
compared with five in W18/19) and Marsa Alam (from
three airports, all new for this winter).

Egypt up 160%, Ukraine up 110%

In Ukraine, the opposite is true. Here, easyJet has no
presence while Ryanair will this winter offer flights from
Kharkiv, Kherson, Kiev KBP, Lviv and Odessa. Flights to
Kiev KBP began in September 2018 from Berlin SXF,
followed by Lviv on 30 October 2018 from Krakow.
Kharkiv and Odessa flights began in June 2019 (both
from Krakow) while Kherson will become Ryanair’s fifth
Ukrainian destination on 17 December when 2-weekly
flights from Krakow launch. In total, Ryanair will be
offering 40 routes to/from Ukraine this winter, up from
17 last winter.

Ryanair does not currently serve Egypt, so the 160%

Non-European traffic growing fast for both carriers

Capacity from Spain’s airports will drop by 2.2% this
winter (or 260,000 seats) with easyJet growing by 1.5%
but Ryanair cutting 305,000 departing seats (down
3.4%). Another popular leisure market in the summer,
Greece, has seen the two carriers cut a total of 210,000
departing seats this winter. Ryanair is much bigger than
easyJet in Greece in winter and has cut capacity 20% (or
197,000 seats) while easyJet has cut capacity by 9% (or
13,000 seats).

As a result, easyJet will be growing its non-European
capacity this winter by 42%, across eight airports in
Egypt, Israel, Jordan and Morocco. Similarly, Ryanair is
increasing seat capacity by 20% across 17 non-European
airports spread across Armenia, Georgia, Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon and Morocco.
Having added Albania, Armenia, Georgia and Lebanon to
their networks, it may be only a matter of time before
one or other of the carriers begins service to Algeria,
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Moldova, North
Macedonia, Tunisia or the UAE. And maybe one day
flights to the US and Canada may become a reality.

September: Aberdeen to

Continued from page 7 Newcastle and Norwich;
East Midlands to Brussels
and Inverness.
October: Edinburgh and Glasgow to East Midlands
(replacing Flybe); City of Derry to London SEN (shift from
London STN).
Looking ahead, Loganair has also announced several new
services starting in 2020:
February: Aberdeen to East Midlands and Haugesund;
Glasgow to Cardiff.
April: Newcastle to Bergen; Newquay to Aberdeen,
Newcastle and Norwich.

The ANKER Report

May: Newcastle to Guernsey; Newquay to Glasgow
As a result of these route developments Loganair’s seat
capacity is set to increase by around 75% this winter
according to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
figures.
This may even be an underestimate as schedule data for
flights to the Shetland Island airports of North
Ronaldsay, Papa Westray, Sanday, Stronsay and Westray
do not appear in Cirium data after May 2019, even
though all these airports continue to welcome Loganair
service.
Top six airports all in Scotland
As might be expected from ‘Scotland’s Airline’, its top six
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airports for flights this winter are all in Scotland, with
Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh leading the way. The
leading non-Scottish airports are East Midlands and
London SEN which were not served last winter.
The leading non-UK airport is Brussels, as a result of
Loganair’s two regular services from East Midlands and
Newcastle (both served 10-weekly). In total, Loganair
will serve eight non-UK airports this winter; three in
Norway (Bergen, Haugesund and Stavanger), two in
Ireland (Donegal and Dublin), and one each in Belgium
(Brussels), Denmark (Esbjerg) and Germany (Düsseldorf).
Oslo flights from Aberdeen were discontinued by
Loganair in early June. The route is still served 6-weekly
by SAS using CRJ-900s operated by CityJet.
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